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Poll Shows Americans Support the Invasion of Syria,
Reveals What Americans Misunderstand About that
War
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The  first  even  marginally  trustworthy  poll  of  American  “registered  voters”  regarding  the
April 14th U.S.-and-allied missiles-invasion of Syria, shows an overwhelming 66% supporting
the invasion (36% “Strongly” and 30% “Somewhat), and only 23% opposing (8% “Strongly”
and 11% “Somewhat”). 

When the 1,995 U.S. registered voters were asked further, in this Morning Consult / Politico
poll, “How confident are you that the airstrikes in Syria will prevent the Syrian government
from using chemical or biological weapons again?” only 30% are “confident” (8% “Very” and
22% “Somewhat”) and 57% are not (21% not “at all” and 35% “not too”). Obviously, all of
the  30%  who  are  “confident”  on  that  are  also  believing  that  the  Syrian  government  has
been  “using  chemical  or  biological  weapons”  and  the  57%  who  aren’t  “confident”  are
expecting the Syrian government to continue using such weapons; but the only other option
that the pollster offered was “Don’t know / No opinion” and perhaps any respondents who
disbelieved the U.S. government’s allegations that the Syrian government has been using
such weapons would have to be among the 12% who said “Don’t know / No opinion” (or else
such respondents would have quit answering at that point, which was 3 questions into a 7-
question poll: the stupid polling organization excluded even the possibility that a respondent
believed the Syrian government’s denials that it had used such weapons — that’s how little
consideration was offered regarding even the merest possibility that this invasion had been
punishment of a non-guilty nation by guilty invaders: zero).

This invasion, like the one a year earlier, occurred when the U.S. and its allies said that Syria
was guilty but didn’t provide any evidence of that, and when Syria and its allies said that
those charges were lies and that the ‘rebels’ whom the U.S. and its allies supported had
actually set up the incident in order for the U.S. and its allies to invade and overthrow the
government. These invasions were lawless — based upon no legal process other than brute
accusations, like in any common lynching or other mob-‘justice’.

The fact  that this  poll  did not show close to 100% contempt by the American people
regarding what the U.S. government and its two allies,  UK and France, had just done,
indicates not only that the American people are astoundingly ignorant that the U.S. and its
allies are international  outlaws and warmongers (which makes sense for  a nation that
invaded and destroyed Iraq 2003, Libya 2011 and has been trying to do it since 2011 in
Syria), but that they are also astoundingly misinformed as to which side in this war is guilty,
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and which  side  is  not.  (Hint:  It’s  certainly  not  Assad,  who is  simply  defending Syrian
sovereignty over Syrian territory.) According to the standards that were set in place by the
Nuremberg Tribunals following World War II, in which invasions for any other purpose than
national self-defense are war-crimes, it’s not only the lie-based invasion and destruction of
Iraq 2003, and the 2011 invasion and destruction of Libya, that constitute international war-
crimes — there’s  simply  no power  that’s  enforcing international  law:  not  policing,  not
prosecuting, not judging, and not legislating, at all, any such thing. The international outlaw
regimes, U.S. and its allies, are simply international gangsters, and the American public
overwhelmingly are bored about the whole thing, don’t really care whether they are the
Nazis of today (and the U.S. government is even proud to be it, not only under Trump,
but under Obama before him — all accepted, not resisted in any way, by the American
public).

Poll-findings like this implicate the American public, and not only the American government,
in such mega-crimes. Even the clear-cut national experience of having been lied into Iraq
2003 hasn’t taught the American people that we live in a gangster-regime. And now this
regime has destroyed even the last vestiges of the authority that the U.N. once had.

Ironically,  the core voter-base for the war-criminal  U.S.  President Trump seem to have
strongly opposed the latest invasion. But, to judge from this latest actual poll in the matter,
the American public strongly supports that invasion. Apparently, Americans can’t learn from
even the most blatant experiences, such as having been lied into destroying Iraq in 2003 —
a country that, like Syria, and like Libya, had never attacked, nor even threatened to attack,
the U.S. 
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